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* = Response is required  

SUMMARY: IEC Comments regarding Administrative Goals:  
IEC Feedback will be provided below in terms of whether the goals are comprehensively assessed and well aligned 
with College strategic plan and mission.  
 
 
______________________________________________________________ 

First Goal Being Reviewed  

Goal Name  
Please enter an abbreviated name of the first goal being assessed.  

No answer specified  

Is goal tied to the strategic plan in specific ways?  
Yes  No  

Is there evidence-based rationale for including the goal?  
Yes  No  

Is goal directly measurable? Can it be answered yes or no regarding whether it was 
achieved?  

Yes  No  

Is each measurement defined relevant to goal it is meant to assess?  
Yes  No  

Does the measurement(s) for goal have the capacity to completely assess the extent to 
which it is accomplished?  

Yes  No  

Are the results reported?  
Yes  No  

Are they scaled and given context (year on year, benchmarking, etc.)?  
Yes  No  

Are conclusions drawn from the review of results appropriate?  
Yes  No  



Are recommendations made based on those conclusions appropriate?  
Yes  No  

Second Goal Being Reviewed  

Goal Name  
Please enter an abbreviated name of the second goal being assessed.  

No answer specified  

Is goal tied to the strategic plan in specific ways?  
Yes  No  

Is there evidence-based rationale for including the goal?  
Yes  No  

Is goal directly measurable? Can it be answered yes or no regarding whether it was 
achieved?  

Yes  No  

Is each measurement defined relevant to goal it is meant to assess?  
Yes  No  

Does the measurement(s) for goal have the capacity to completely assess the extent to 
which it is accomplished?  

Yes  No  

Are the results reported?  
Yes  No  

Are they scaled and given context (year on year, benchmarking, etc.)?  
Yes  No  

Are conclusions drawn from the review of results appropriate?  
Yes  No  

Are recommendations made based on those conclusions appropriate?  
Yes  No  
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